Heart Failure With Preserved Ejection Fraction
Do You Know Your Left Atrial Strain?
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Symptomatic heart failure, despite preserved left ventricular (LV) ejection fraction, is a well-recognized phenomenon. This manifestation of diastolic dysfunction is associated with increased morbidity and mortality and can be attributed to a variety of pathogeneses, including diabetes mellitus, hypertension, infiltrative processes, and obesity.1-5 Unlike to a variety of pathogeneses, including diabetes mellitus, hypertension, infiltrative processes, and obesity.1-5 Unlike systolic heart failure, where LV ejection fraction readily normalizes with decreased LV filling pressures, suggesting irreversible remodeling.9 Although, the impact of diastolic dysfunction on LA function has more recently been described, it is less broadly known. Mechanistically, both LA compliance and contraction can be incrementally affected by elevated LV filling pressures in the setting of worsening diastolic dysfunction.10 Hence, it seems plausible that a vicious cycle then develops, whereby LA dysfunction further contributes to the physiology and clinical manifestations attributed to HFpEF, including impaired exercise capacity.11 Much of this knowledge about LA mechanics has been facilitated via the use of strain imaging techniques.12,13 LA longitudinal strain data have been demonstrated to improve with reduced LV filling pressures, thereby also showing a potential target for therapeutic and disease monitoring.9 Despite these advances in the understanding of LA mechanics and HFpEF with LA strain, the impact on outcomes remains unknown. As such, LA strain has never been incorporated into regular clinical practice or guideline algorithms for identification and classification of HFpEF.

The study by Freed et al14 in this issue of Circulation: Cardiovascular Imaging seeks to make amends for this paucity of end point data by clarifying the use of LA strain for prediction of outcome in HFpEF, compared with other standard echocardiographic measures including markers of ventricular deformation. They also examined the correlation between LA strain and other widely accepted invasive and noninvasive associates of HFpEF to further validate the technique and ensure clinical relevance. Subjects (n=308) who had been recently admitted to their hospital with an exacerbation of heart failure, but who had preserved LV ejection fraction (≥50%) and met European criteria for HFpEF, were prospectively and consecutively recruited.6 Demographic, anthropometric, biochemical, and clinical data were recorded at baseline. All subjects underwent echocardiography including standard 2-dimensional (2D) imaging and deformation imaging to determine biventricular and LA strain. LA strain was performed on atrial focused 2- and 4-chamber views, while maintaining adequate frame rate for 2D longitudinal strain speckle tracking algorithms. Follow-up was performed via 6-monthly review in a dedicated HFpEF clinic, with those unable to attend contacted remotely or death verified via the Social Security Death Index. Queried outcome data included further hospitalization for a cardiovascular cause, including heart failure and death from any cause.

LA function is typically subdivided into 3 separate phases (reservoir, conduit, and contractile), which are integral to optimizing cardiac performance.11 For the purposes of their analysis, Freed et al14 defined reservoir function as peak LA strain, LA contraction as booster strain, and LA conduit strain as the difference between the 2. 2D longitudinal strain speckle tracking strain was performed according to standard methods; however, the
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LA size, initially measured as area and now revised to indexed volume, has long been felt to be a sentinel marker of diastolic dysfunction. As such, it features prominently in diagnostic algorithms and is measured routinely in all accredited echocardiographic laboratories. Increasing LA size typically reflects worsening diastolic dysfunction and is known to be associated with increased adverse events, including hospitalizations for heart failure and cardiac death.8 It is widely accepted that this increase in LA size is a consequence of chronically increased LV pressures, associated with increased myocardial stiffness and resultant impaired LV myocardial diastolic relaxation. Once dilated, LA volume will reduce but rarely normalize with decreased LV filling pressures, suggesting irreversible remodeling.9 Although, the impact of diastolic...
strain analysis was triggered off the ECG QRS complex. This differs from previously described methodology, where the ECG p wave of atrial contraction was used as the point of zero reference. They also only performed LA strain analysis on standard 4- and 2-chamber apical views, rather than the 3-chamber long-axis view technique previously described. These methodological differences could potentially affect the resultant LA strain values obtained, the generalizability of their results and the ability to compare these data to other study populations. Nonetheless, their strain imaging technique appeared relatively robust overall, with acceptable reproducibility on intra- and interobserver variability analysis. Unsurprisingly, their symptomatic cohort had a high proportion of moderate or severe diastolic dysfunction (75%) and increased wall thickness (81%). Although LVEF was preserved, other markers of systolic function including tissue Doppler and strain were reduced in a majority of subjects, suggesting that there actually was a degree of underlying systolic dysfunction in this cohort. Right ventricular strain was also reduced in nearly half of the study population, highlighting the often global nature of the underlying pathogenesis. These LV parameters and other related measures including increased LV mass index and E/e' ratio were also associated with adverse outcomes, although LA strain was a more powerful predictor overall. LA size was increased in two thirds of subjects, although may be overestimated as their definition of enlargement (>28 mL/m²) is lower than the new two thirds of subjects, although may be overestimated as their definition of enlargement (>28 mL/m²) is lower than the new definition of enlargement (>28 mL/m²). Although chronic pulmonary congestion in HFpEF may ultimately result in elevated pulmonary vascular resistance, it seems unusual that pulmonary capillary wedge pressure would not be affected by increased LV diastolic pressures. This also goes against other previous observational data, which highlights an inverse relationship between LA strain and pulmonary capillary wedge pressure. The nonrandomized nature of the right-heart catheterization subgroup detracts from our ability to interpret these data or apply it to the broader HFpEF population and further investigation is required.

One consistent limitation of LA strain has always been LA wall thinness, with resultant wall drop out and poor tissue tracking, especially in the setting of LA enlargement. This again seems to have been problematic in this study, illustrated by the 55 eligible subjects (15%) who were excluded because of poor image quality. This study also further demonstrated that generation of LA strain curves requires manual tracing and adjustment of LA borders and strain curve thickness. This lack of technique automaticity detracts from its ability to be widely adopted in clinical practice. This partly relates to time pressures associated with such a labor intensive activity, but also the apparent reliance on experts to perform, adjust, and interpret the generated curves. Although performance of different LA strain techniques has previously shown comparable results, it cannot be incorporated into formal guideline recommendations until it can be broadly adopted in clinical echocardiographic laboratories within reasonable time frames. Although strain analysis in this study was performed using commercially available TomTec strain analysis software, this program has been less used for the measurement of LA strain than others, including EchoPAC (GE Vingmed) and vector velocity imaging (Siemens), so that the normal value of LA strain for this vendor–neutral software remains unknown. To circumvent this issue, the authors instead adopted published EchoPAC normal values that may have impacted diagnostic accuracy for identification of subjects with abnormal LA strain. Unfortunately, the authors did not include normal control subjects to internally validate parameters of normal strain using the TomTec strain analysis program. Finally, performance of multiple correlations and incorporating multiple variables (including several LA covariates) within regression models increases the propensity for a type 1 error and must be acknowledged.

Perhaps questionably, subjects in atrial fibrillation were included in the study design and accounted for =1 quarter of participants. Although measurements were repeated in triplicate for these patients to account for beat to beat variability, LA strain results were lower overall in atrial fibrillation. One postulates that this could simply relate to the absence of LA contraction, rather than true diastolic dysfunction, but requires further clarification. It also seems that subjects in sinus rhythm with a history of paroxysmal atrial fibrillation, direct current cardioversion, LA ablation, or pulmonary vein isolation were also indiscriminately included in the study. This is relevant because subjects with reduced LA strain undergoing catheter ablation are less likely to maintain sinus rhythm long term. Hence, all these factors may have detrimentally influenced LA strain results because of impaired LA compliance and contraction related to atrial stunning or fibrosis, independent of diastolic function. In practice, this can often be confirmed on spectral Doppler echocardiography, where
there is an absence of late diastolic mitral inflow because of absent LA contraction post cardioversion and ablation, despite the restoration of sinus rhythm.

The article by Freed et al.\(^1\) illustrates the importance of LA function to outcome in the population with HFpEF and provides a sound argument for more routine assessment of LA strain within this cohort.\(^1\) Its superior performance over more routine measures such as LA size and biventricular strain in predicting adverse outcomes (including future cardiovascular hospitalizations and death) is an important finding, but the reason for superiority over ventricular strain remains unclear. The most conclusive results were evident for reservoir strain, suggestive that impaired LA compliance and relaxation have the greatest physiological impact on diastolic function. Establishing the underlying pathophysiology was beyond the scope of this article, but remains an important goal for future research. Diffuse, reactive LA fibrosis related to remodeling from chronically elevated afterload in diastolic dysfunction is a likely culprit but needs to be verified histologically.

In addition to providing an alternative methodological marker of prognosis in HFpEF, LA strain shows potential for serial measurement of disease severity or treatment response in HFpEF, thereby reducing the need to repeat the broad battery of diastolic parameters on every review. The authors mention the potential for novel shunt and assist devices in this population; however, quantitative measurement of treatment response to current simple therapeutics such as diuretics may also prove incredibly helpful. Although performance of LA strain seems to be feasible and reproducible based on this study’s inter- and intraobserver statistics, technique standardization and vendor–neutral normal values need to be better established and validated before LA strain can be adopted into routine clinical practice and guideline recommendations.
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